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Abstract: An abstract context-free grammar can be viewed as a system of polynomial
functors. The initial algebra of this functor coincides with its least fixed-point; and
this fixed-point can be computed by a method of substitution using Bekı`c theorem.
By doing so the system of polynomial functors is transformed into a related system of
regular functors. We introduce a splitting operation on algebras producing an algebra
for the resulting system of regular functors from an algebra of the original system of
polynomial functors. This transformation preserves the interpretation function (cata-
morphism). The end result is a class of (extended) abstract context-free grammars,
associated with regular functors. This class seems to be well-adapted to the modular
design of domain-specific embedded languages.
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Grammaires modulaires et scindage de catamorphismes
Re´sume´ : Une grammaire alge´brique abstraite peut eˆtre identifie´e a` un syste`me de
foncteurs polynomiaux. L’alge`bre initiale de ce syste`me coı¨ncide avec son plus petit
point fixe, et celui-ci peut eˆtre calcule´ par une me´thode de substitution en utilisant le
the´ore`me de Bekı`c . Ce syste`me est alors transforme´ en un syste`me associe´ de foncteurs
re´guliers. Nous introduisons une ope´ration de scindage sur les alge`bres qui refle`te la
me´thode de re´solution par substitution. Cette transformation pre´serve les fonctions
d’interpre´tation (catamorphismes). Il en re´sulte une classe de grammaires alge´briques
abstraites e´tendues associe´e a` la classe des foncteurs re´guliers. Cette classe semble
adapte´e pour la conception modulaire de langages de´die´s.
Mots-cle´s : Grammaires alge´briques, catamorphismes, the´ore`me de Bekı`c, modularite´
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1 Introduction
Recent works on language oriented programming and generative programming [9, 4,
6, 3, 11] advocate the use of an intentional representation of a program, dissociated
from its more or less partial concrete views, that can be manipulated by metaprogram-
ming tools in order to edit, navigate, transform or extract information from this abstract
representation. The core of such intensional representations are abstract syntax trees
decorated with attributes. We can generate such trees, for instance through parsing or
interactive edition, using anamorphisms associated with coalgebras. Symmetrically we
can extract information from such an abstract syntax tree by interpretation in some al-
gebra. For example the evaluation of attributes for a corresponding attribute grammar
may be given by the catamorphism for an algebra canonically associated with the set
of semantic rules [5]. Language oriented programming put also emphasis on the use of
domain-specific languages (DSL), each of which is dedicated with specific aspects of
an application domain. Combining such languages requires considering a global gram-
mar such that each DSL is associated with some subgrammar. That global grammar
need not be constructed explicitly but we should be able to generate (respectively to
evaluate) its abstract syntax trees by combining anamorphisms (resp. catamorphisms)
of the corresponding subgrammars.
In this paper we address this problem by introducing the so-called modular gram-
mars. Since we are not interested in concrete syntaxes, what we term grammars will
correspond to abstract context-free grammars. Such a grammar can be viewed as a
system of polynomial functors. The initial algebra of this functor coincides with its
least fixed-point; and this fixed-point can be computed by a method of substitution us-
ing Bekı`c theorem [2]. By doing so the system of polynomial functors is transformed
into a related system of regular functors. We introduce a splitting operation on alge-
bras producing an algebra for the resulting system of regular functors from an algebra
of the original system of polynomial functors. This transformation preserves the in-
terpretation function (catamorphism). By duality we can derive a similar result for
anamorphisms (generating functions).
We can illustrate our splitting operation on algebras with the following example
that will be used as running example in this paper. We consider the type of trees given
in Haskell by the following type definition
module Tree where
data Tree a = Node{val :: a, forest :: Forest a}
data Forest a = Nil | Cons{head :: Tree a, tail :: Forest a}
The related class of algebras and the corresponding evaluation function are given as
follows
data Alg x a b = Alg{node :: x -> b -> a
, nil :: b
, cons:: a -> b -> b}
eval :: Alg x a b -> Tree x -> a
eval alg = (f,g) where
f(Node x ys) = node alg x (g ys)
g Nil = nil alg
g (Cons y ys) = cons alg (f y) (g ys)
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Let us write ([nil, cons, node])Tree = Tree · eval (Tree.Alg node nil cons) the corre-
sponding evaluation function (catamorphism). A forest is a list of trees where the
structure of lists can independently be given as:
module List where
data List a = Nil | Cons{head:: a, tail:: List a}
data Alg a b = Alg{nil:: b, cons:: a->b->b}
listmap :: (a->b) -> List a -> List b
listmap f = g where
g Nil = Nil
g (Cons a xs) = Cons (f a)(g xs)
instance Functor List where fmap = listmap
eval :: Alg a b -> List a -> b
eval alg = f
where f Nil = nil alg
f (Cons a xs) = cons alg a (f xs)
Here again we let ([nil, cons])List = List · eval (List ·Alg nil cons) denote the corre-
sponding evaluation function. Then we can alternatively present trees as the so-called
Rose trees given by the following Haskell module:
module Rose where
import List
data Rose a = Node{label::a, succ::Forest a}
type Forest a = List (Rose a)
rosemap :: (a->b) -> Rose a -> Rose b
rosemap f = g where
g(Node x xs) = Node (f x)(List.fmap g xs)
instance Functor Rose where fmap = rosemap
data Alg a b = Alg{node::a-> List b -> b}
eval :: Rose.Alg a b -> Rose a -> b
eval alg (Node x ts) = Rose.node alg x (List.fmap (Rose.eval alg) ts)
Let ([node])Rose = Rose · eval (Rose ·Alg node). If Rose.Alg node is a Rose algebra
then Tree.Alg Nil Cons node is a Tree algebra and
([Nil, Cons, node])Tree = (([node])Rose, List · f map ([node])Rose) (1)
Indeed for any Tree algebra Tree.Alg nil cons node we notice that if ([nil, cons, node])Tree
= ( f , g) then g = ([nil, cons])List · (List · f map f ) and ([Nil, Cons])List is the identity
function on lists. Thus any Rose catamorphism can be simulated by a Tree catamor-
phism. For the converse direction we associate any Tree algebra Tree.Alg nil cons node
with the Rose algebra Rose.Alg node′ where
node′ x ys = node x (([nil, cons])List ys)
and we show that
([nil, cons, node])Tree =
(
([node′])Rose, ([nil, cons])List · List · f map ([node′])Rose
) (2)
INRIA
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Notice that equation (1) appears as an instance of equation (2). We prove the latter
by induction. At each induction step it is sufficient to establish that ([node′])Rose = f
where ([nil, cons, node])Tree = ( f , g) since as already noticed g = ([nil, cons])List ·
(List · f map f ). On the one hand
([node′])Rose (Node x Nil) = node′ x (List · f map ([node′])Rose Nil)
= node′ x Nil
= node x (([nil, cons])List Nil)
= node x nil
= f (Node x Nil)
On the other hand
([node′])Rose (Node x (Cons y ys))
= node′ x (List · f map ([node′])Rose (Cons y ys))
= node′ x (Cons (([node′])Rose y) (List · f map ([node′])Rose ys))
= node x (([nil, cons])List (Cons (([node′])Rose y) (List · f map ([node′])Rose ys)))
= node x cons ((([node′])Rose y) (([nil, cons])List (List · f map ([node′])Rose ys)))
= node x cons ( f y) (g ys)
= f (Node x (Cons y ys))
We have thus established that the modules Tree and Rose define the same class of
catamorphisms (evaluation functions). By duality the same result may be established
for anamorphisms (generating functions).
In this paper we generalize on this example and provide an application of this result
to the definition of a modular family of grammars.
2 Abstract syntax : polynomial and regular functors
2.1 Abstract context-free grammars
Data types are usually defined as a fixed point of a system of mutually recursive equa-
tions. In a first stage we limit ourselves to polynomial systems of equations presented
as abstract context-free grmmars.
Definition 1 An abstract context-free grammar G = (S ,P ) consists of a finite set S of
grammatical symbols (associated with the involved syntactic categories), and a finite
set P ⊆ S × S ∗of production rules . A production rule P =
(
XP(0),XP(1) · · ·XP(n)
)
is
written as P : XP(0) → XP(1) · · ·XP(n); and we let |P|= n denote the length of the right-
hand side of the rule. A symbol X ∈ S that does not appear as a left-hand side of
any rule is a parameter of the grammar, the other grammatical symbols are said to be
defined by the grammar.
For instance the grammar T defining trees has S = {Tree,Forest,Label} as set of gram-
matical symbols, and the following three production rules (Label is the only parameter
of the grammar):
Node : Tree → Label Forest
Nil : Forest → ()
Cons : Forest → Tree Forest
RR n° 6313
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2.2 Functors associated with abstract context-free grammars
We let C stand for the category pC P O⊥ of pointed CPOs and strict continuous func-
tions. Then the grammar T of trees can be associated with the polynomial functor
FT : C 3 → C 2 given by F =
〈
F(Tree)
T
,F(Forest)
T
〉
and
F(Tree)
T
(ALabel ,ATree,AForest) = (ALabel ×AForest)⊥
F(Forest)
T
(ALabel ,ATree,AForest) = ()⊥⊕ (ATree ×AForest)⊥
where × stands for the cartesian product of CPOs (which is also the categorical prod-
uct), the lifting operator (−)⊥consists in adding a new least element to a given CPO:
A⊥ = A]{⊥}, and the coalesced sum A⊕B of two CPOs (the categorical coproduct in
C ) is obtained from their disjoint union by identifying their respective least elements:
⊥A⊕B = ⊥A = ⊥B. We shall let ∑1≤i≤n Ai = (A1)⊥⊕·· · ⊕ (An)⊥ stand for the sum
of n CPOs given alternatively by ∑1≤i≤n Ai = (A1] ·· ·]An)⊥. When this sum has
only two operands it will be written with an infix notation: A+B = (A]B)⊥. How-
ever we will pay attention to the fact that this binary operation is not associative and
that the corresponding n-ary operation cannot be presented as an iterated application of
the binary one: we rather have a family of operators indexed by non-negative integers.
The unary sum coincides with the lifting operator and the nullary sum gives the CPO:
1 = ()⊥ = {⊥,()}. With these notations the above functors can be presented as:
F(Tree)
T
(ALabel ,ATree,AForest) = (ALabel ×AForest)⊥
F(Forest)
T
(ALabel ,ATree,AForest) = 1+(ATree×AForest)
More generally, we associate a grammar G with functor FG =
〈
F(1)
G
, . . . ,F(n)
G
〉
where
F(i)
G
: C p+n → C is the polynomial functor (sum of products) associated with the gram-
matical symbol Xp+i (we suppose that X1, . . . ,Xp are the parameters):
F(i)
G
(A1, . . . ,Ap+n) = ∑{AP(1)×·· ·×AP(|P|) | P ∈ P s.t. P(0) = Xp+i}
2.3 Initial algebra and catamorphisms
Without going into the technicality of the theory of recursive domain equations, to
which we refer to [8, 1], we just recall the fact that a polynomial functor is locally
continuous from which it follows that it admits a unique (parametric) fixed point F†. If
F : C p+n → C n is a locally continuous functor and ζ∈ |C |p is a domain of interpretation
for the parameters, we let inF,ζ : Fζ
(
F†ζ) → F†ζ and outF,ζ : F†ζ → Fζ(F†ζ) stand
for the inverse bijections associated with this fixpoint isomorphism. (F†ζ, inF,ζ) is the
initial Fζ-algebra which means that for any algebra ϕ : Fζα → α, where α ∈ |C |n is a
vector of interpretation domains for the variables of the system, there exists a unique
morphism of Fζ-algebras ([ϕ])F,ζ :
(
F†ζ, inF,ζ
)
→ (α,ϕ), called the catamorphism as-
sociated with ϕ . It is therefore the unique strict continuous map ([ϕ])F,ζ : F†ζ → α
such that ([ϕ])F,ζ ◦ inF,ζ = ϕ ◦Fζ([ϕ])F,ζ, it is also the least fixed-point of the operator
λh ·
(
ϕ◦Fζh◦outF,ζ
)
.
By definition of functor FG, since ⊕ is the categorical coproduct of C = pC P O⊥
and by observing that pC P O⊥ (A⊥,B) ≈ pC P O (A,B) where pC P O is the category
of pointed CPOs and continuous functions, it comes that an algebra ϕ : FGζα → α
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boils down to the following data: a domain of interpretation X (ϕ)i for each grammatical
symbol Xi (X (ϕ)i = ζ(i) for parameters Xi 1 ≤ i ≤ p and X (ϕ)p+i = α(i) for variables Xp+i
1 ≤ i ≤ n) and a continuous function Pϕ : X (ϕ)P(1)×·· ·×X
(ϕ)
P(|P|) → X
(ϕ)
P(0) associated with
each production rule P. We associate the grammar G with a multi-sorted signature
ΣG whose sorts are the grammatical symbols and whose operators are the production
rules where rule P : XP(0) → XP(1) · · ·XP(n) is interpreted as an operator of arity XP(1)×
·· ·×XP(n) → XP(0) . Then an FG-algebra is nothing but a continuous ΣG-algebra in the
sense that all interpretation domains are pointed CPOs and interpretation functions are
continuous functions, and the elements of the free algebra F †ζ are the finite or infinite
terms built upon the signature ΣG, whose operators are canonically associated with the
production rules of the grammar, together with their approximants.
Definition 2 We let T (ΣG,X ,ζ) = pini ◦F†G denote the set of (finite and infinite) terms
of type X = Xp+i.
2.4 Type functors and regular functors
If f : ζ1 → ζ2 is a change of parameters we let F†( f ) be defined as the catamorphism
F†( f ) = ([inF,ζ2 ◦Ff (F†ζ2)])F,ζ1 . We easily check that with this definition F† is a
functor from C p to C n. This functor, called type functor, is locally continuous. We
can then iterate the construction and define the class of regular functors as the least
family of functors from C n to C m that contains the projections and is closed by sum,
product, composition and the formation of type functors. Any regular functors is thus
also locally continuous.
3 Decomposition of catamorphisms
3.1 Modular grammars
We now address the problem of modular decomposition of abstract context-free gram-
mars. Let us again consider the grammar T of trees
Node : Tree → Label Forest
Nil : Forest → ()
Cons : Forest → Tree Forest
If we take in isolation the last two production rules we obtain, after a renaming of the
grammatical symbols, the grammar L of lists
Nil : List → ()
Cons : List → Elet List
with Elet as a parameter. The theory of list presents sufficient interest in itself so
that we wish to make a separate module out of it that can be imported by various other
modules including the module of Trees. This module of lists will export the List functor
type List = F†
L
. Using this import the module of Trees can be presented as follows (the
so-called ”Rose trees”):
Node : Tree → Label Forest
Forest = List(Tree)
RR n° 6313
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This is a new context-free grammar extended with a local definition. The grammatical
symbols defined by a local definition are termed local variables. Therefore Forest is
a local variable. Label which is defined neither by a production rule nor by a local
definition is a parameter.
Definition 3 A modular grammar is a structure G = (S ,P ,D) that contains an ab-
stract context-free grammar (S ,P ) whose set of grammatical symbols is divided into
three disjoint sets S = Sp]Sd ]S`. Symbols in Sp = {X1, . . . ,Xp} are the parameters
of the grammar, symbols in Sd = {Xp+1, . . . ,Xp+n} are the defined variables and sym-
bols in S` = {Xp+n+1, . . . ,Xp+n+m} are the local variables. The defined variables are
those that appear as the left-hand side of some production rule. Finally the set D of
external definitions associates each local variable Xp+n+i, with 1≤ i≤m, to a defining
equation of the form Xp+n+i = R(i) (X1, . . . ,Xp+n) where R(i) : C p+n → C is a regular
functor. Thus the parameters are those grammatical symbols that are defined neither
by a set of production rules nor by a local definition. We let F (i)P : C p+n+m → C de-
note the polynomial functor associated with local variable Xp+i according to the set of
production rules; it is given as
F(i)P (A1, . . . ,Ap+n+m) = ∑{AP(1)×·· ·×AP(|P|) | P ∈ P s.t. P(0) = Xp+i}
We let FP =
〈
F(1)P , . . . ,F
(n)
P
〉
: C p+n+m → C n denote the functor associated with the
set of productions P , and similarly FD =
〈
R(1), . . . ,R(m)
〉
: C p+n → C m the func-
tor associated with the set of local definitions D. The modular grammar G is then
associated with the regular functor
FG = FP ◦ 〈idp+n,FD〉 : C p+n → C n
We say that the modular grammar G imports the m regular functors R(i) : C p+n → C
and exports the n type functors F†(i)
G
= pini ◦F
†
G
: C p → C .
For instance the modular grammar R of ”Rose trees” is such that Sp = {Label}, Sd =
{Tree}, Sl = {Forest}, P consists of the unique production rule
Node : Tree → Label Forest
and D contains the following definition
Forest = List Tree
The functor associated with this modular grammar is the regular functor
FR (DLabel ,DTree) = Dlabel ×List (DTree)
It imports the definition of List, the type functor List = F†
L
exported by the grammar L:
Nil : List → ()
Cons : List → Elet List
Remark 4 An FG-algebra ϕ ∈ AlgFG,ζ (α) of parameter ζ ∈ (|C |)p and domain α ∈
(|C |)n, i.e. a morphism ϕ : FGζα→α, consists of a domain of interpretation X (ϕ)i ∈ |C |
associated with each grammatical symbols Xi ∈ Sp∪Sd (i.e. 1 ≤ i ≤ p + n) from which
INRIA
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domains X (ϕ)i = R( j)
[
X (ϕ)k /Xk
]
1≤k≤p+n
for Xi ∈ S` (i.e. i = p + n + j and 1 ≤ j ≤ m)
can be defined, together with a continuous mapping Pϕ : X (ϕ)P(1)×·· ·×X
(ϕ)
P(|P|) → X
(ϕ)
P(0)
associated with each production rule P.
As for Definition 2 we let
Definition 5 We let T (ΣG,FD ,X ,ζ) = pini ◦F†G denote the set of (finite and infinite)
macro terms of type X = Xi.
The elements of the free algebra inFG,ζ can then be presented as follows.
X
inFG,ζ
i =


ζi 1 ≤ i ≤ p
T (ΣG,FD ,X j,ζ) i = p+ j 1 ≤ j ≤ n
R( j)
[
X
(inFG,ζ)
k /Xk
]
1≤k≤p+n
i = p+n+ j 1 ≤ j ≤ m
We have coined the term “macro term” to designate an element in T (ΣG,FD ,X ,ζ) let
us explain its structure. Such an element is of the form P
(
v1, . . . ,v|P|
)
where P is some
production having X in the left-hand side and vi ∈ X
inFG,ζ
P(i) . Thus it can been seen as a
tree whose root is labeled by production P and has |P| subtrees given by v1, . . . ,v|P|.
These successor nodes fall into three different categories: if 1 ≤ P(i) ≤ p then vi is a
parameter node labeled with the corresponding value vi ∈ ζP(i); if P(i) = p + j with
1 ≤ j ≤ n, then it is an ordinary node labeled by some production rule attached to
grammatical symbol XP(i); finally if P(i) = p+n+ j with 1≤ j ≤m, then it is a macro
node labeled by an element in R( j) [Xk;1 ≤ k ≤ p+n] where each occurrence of Xk
represents a placeholder associated with the corresponding grammatical symbol. The
arity of a macro node is given by the number of such placeholders and the subtree
associated with a placeholder of type Xk is given by an element v ∈ X
inFG,ζ
k .
According to the above representation of algebras, the evaluation function ([ϕ])ζ :
F†
G
→ α, characterized by the identity
([ϕ])◦ inFG,ζ = ϕ◦FGζ([ϕ])
is given by a family of evaluation functions associated with the variables X = Xi of the
modular grammar G (p+1≤ i ≤ p+n)
evalϕXi : T (ΣG,FD ,Xi,ζ)→ X (ϕ)i
the definition of evalϕX has one clause associated with each production rule P having X
in left-hand side:
evalϕX P
(
x1, . . . ,x|P|
)
= Pϕ
(
v1, . . . ,v|P|
)
where vi = xi if 1 ≤ P(i)≤ p
vi = evalϕXP(i) xi if p+1≤ P(i)≤ p+n
vi = mapR( j)
(
∏p+nk=1 evalϕXk
)
xi if P(i) = p+n+ j 1 ≤ j ≤ m
We associate each variable X = Xi of the modular grammar G (i.e. p+1≤ i≤ p+n) and
each change of parameters f = f1×·· ·× fp : ζ → ζ′ with the function
mapX ( f1×·· ·× fp) : T (ΣG,FD ,X ,ζ)→ T
(
ΣG,FD ,X ,ζ′
)
RR n° 6313
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whose definition has one clause associated with each production rule P having X as
left-hand side:
mapX ( f1×·· ·× fp) P
(
x1, . . . ,x|P|
)
= P
(
v1, . . . ,v|P|
)
where vi = fP(i) xi if 1 ≤ P(i)≤ p
vi = mapXP(i) f xi if p+1≤ P(i)≤ p+n
vi = mapR( j)
(
∏p+nk=1 mapXk
)
xi if P(i) = p+n+ j 1 ≤ j ≤ m
For instance an FR-algebra consists of a pair of pointed CPOs ALabel and ATree (the
domains of interpretation of parameter Label and defined variable Tree respectively)
and of a continuous map node : ALabel ×List ATree → Atree. If Tree is the functor type
Tree = F
R† and inFR,ALabel : ALabel ×List (Tree ALabel)→ Tree ALabel the correspond-
ing initial algebra, the catamorphism ([node]) : Tree ALabel → ATree is characterized by
the equation: ([node])◦ inFR,ALabel = node ◦
(
idALabel ×List ([node])
)
.
3.2 Splitting of modular grammars
We have split the set of productions of the grammar of trees into two parts leading
us to two derived modular grammars. First, the grammar of lists was obtained by
extraction of one of these subsets of production rules giving rise to an antonomous
external module of lists. Second, the grammar of rose trees was obtained by replacing
the extracted rules by local definitions (mainly the type functor) from the module of
lists. We can generalize this operation as follows. Suppose G = (S ,P ,D) is a modular
grammar. Up to isomorphism, this grammar is characterized by the system FP (G) :
C p+n+m → C n of polynomial functors associated with set P of productions of G, and
FD (G) : C p+n → C m the (regular) functor associated with the set of local definitions
D of G. If n = n1 +n2 we let G2 = pi(n1,n2)2 G denote the modular grammar obtained by
dropping all production rules corresponding to the first n1 grammatical symbols which
therefore become extra parameters. i.e. G2 has p2 = p + n1 parameters, n2 defined
variables and m local variables. That grammar is given by
FP (G2) = pi
(n1,n2)
2 ◦FP (G) : C
(p+n1)+n2+m → C n2
FD (G2) = FD (G) : C (p+n1)+n2 → C m
it is associated with the functor
FG2 =
〈
F(n1+1)P , . . . ,F
(n1+n2)
P
〉
◦
〈
idp+n,
〈
R(1), . . . ,R(m)
〉〉
: C p+n1+n2 → C n2
where FP (G) =
〈
F(1)P , . . . ,F
(n)
P
〉
and FD (G) =
〈
R(1), . . . ,R(m)
〉
. i.e. FG2 = pi
(n1,n2)
2 ◦
FG. Now we let G/G2 denote the grammar obtained from G when subgrammar G2
has been extracted, the corresponding variables have become new local variables and
the set of local definitions have been adapted consequently. In detail G/G2 has p
parameters, n1 defined variables and m2 = n2 +m local variables. It is given by
FP (G/G2) = pi
(n1,n2)
1 FP (G) : C
p+n1+(n2+m) → C n1
FD (G/G2) = F†G2 o FD (G) : C
p+n1 → C n2+m
where operation o is given by
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Definition 6 The semidirect product (or cascaded composition) of functors H : C p →
C n and T : C p+n → C m is given by
H o T = 〈H,T ◦ 〈idp,H〉〉 : C p → C n+m
Thus the new local definitions are Xp+n1+i = R′(i) (X1, . . . ,Xp+n1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n2 + m
where
R′(i) (X1, . . . ,Xp+n1) = S(i) (X1, . . . ,Xp+n1) 1 ≤ i ≤ n2
R′(n2+i) (X1, . . . ,Xp+n1) = R(i) (X1, . . . ,Xp+n1) ,S(1) (X1, . . . ,Xp+n1)
, · · ·
,S(n2) (X1, . . . ,Xp+n1)
)
1 ≤ i ≤ m
and F†
G2
=
〈
S(1), . . . ,S(n2)
〉
. The functor associated with this modular grammar is
FG/G2 =
〈
F(1)
G
, . . . ,F(n1)
G
〉
◦
〈
idp+n1 ,
〈
R′(1), . . . ,R′(n2+m)
〉〉
: C p+n1 → C n1
Proposition 7 FG/G2 = FG1 ◦
〈
idp+n1 ,F
†
G2
〉
: C p+n1 → C n1 where
FG1 =
〈
F1P , . . . ,F
(n1)
P
〉
◦
〈
idp+n,
〈
R(1), . . . ,R(m)
〉〉
: C p+n1+n2 → C n1
i.e. FG1 = pi
(n1,n2)
1 ◦FG.
The grammar of rose trees is thus the residual of the grammar of trees by the grammar
of lists: R = T/L. The equivalence between the functors
(
F†
T
)(Tree)
and
(
F†
R
)(Tree)
follows from Bekı`c theorem [2] which we now recall.
3.3 Bekı`c theorem
Definition 8 A locally continuous functor F : C p+n → C n with n = n1 + n2 can be
decomposed on the form F = 〈F1,F2〉 where F1 = pi(n1,n2)1 ◦F : C p+n → C n1 and F2 =
pi
(n1,n2)
2 ◦F : C
p+n → C n2 where functors pi(n1,n2)1 : C n → C n1 and pi(n1,n2)2 : C n → C n2
are the two canonical projections. We successively let
F/F2 = F1 ◦
〈
idp+n1 ,F
†
2
〉
: C p+n1 → C n1
H = (F/F2)† : C p → C n1
F ′2 = F2 ◦ (〈idp,H〉× idn2) : C p+n2 → C n2
K = F ′†2 : C
p → C n2
where id` : C ` → C ` stands for the identity functor of C `.
Bekı`c theorem asserts the following isomorphism:
F† ζ = H ζ×K ζ
It corresponds to the classical method of resolution by substitution. Indeed let y, x1 and
x2 be variables ranging respectively over |C |p, |C |n1 and |C |n2 . Variable x1 of system F
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becomes a parameter for its subsystem F2. By solving the latter we obtain a parametric
solution F†2 : C p+n1 → C n1 . We substitute this solution to variable x2 in the system F1
thus leading to a new system F/F2 = F1◦
〈
idp+n1,F
†
2
〉
: C p+n1 →C n1 in which variable
x2 no longer appears. Solving this new system provide us with the x1 component of
the solution of the original system thus given by H = (F/F2)† : C p → C n1 . We can
substitute that value into F2 in order to derive the system F ′2 = F2 ◦ (〈idp,H〉× idn1) :
C p+n2 → C n2 whose resolution gives the x2 component of the solution of the original
system. The following lemma says that the x2 component of the solution of the original
system can alternatively be obtained by substituting the x1 component of the solution
of the original system (given by H) in the parametric solution F†2 : C p+n1 → C n1 . The
condition expressed by this lemma appears in several axiomatizations of parametric
fixed-point operators [10], and in particular in the theory of traced monoidal categories
[7].
Lemma 9 K ζ ' F†2 ζ (H ζ)
Proof. First notice that F ′2ζ(Kζ) = F2ζ(Hζ)(Kζ). The initial F ′2,ζ-algebra
inF′2,ζ : F2ζ(Hζ) (Kζ)→ Kζ
is thus an F2-algebra with parameters ζ×Hζ. We let
ι1 =
([
inF ′2,ζ
])
F2,ζ×Hζ
: F†2 ζ(H ζ)→ Kζ
be the corresponding catamorphism which, by definition, satisfies
ι1 ◦ inF2,ζ×Hζ = inF′2,ζ ◦F2ζ(Hζ) ι1
Symmetrically, since F2ζ(Hζ)
(
F†2 ζ(Hζ)
)
= F ′2ζ
(
F†2 ζ(Hζ)
)
, we deduce that the ini-
tial F2,ζ×Hζ-algebra inF2,ζ×Hζ : F2ζ(Hζ)
(
F†2 ζ(Hζ)
)
→F†2 ζ(Hζ) is an F ′2,ζ-algebra.
Let ι2 =
([
inF2,ζ×Hζ
])
F ′2,ζ : Kζ → F
†
2 ζ(Hζ) denote the corresponding catamorphism
which, by definition, satisfies ι2 ◦ inF′2,ζ = inF2,ζ×Hζ ◦F2ζ(Hζ)ι2 . On the one hand it
follows
ι1 ◦ ι2 ◦ inF′2,ζ = ι1 ◦ inF2,ζ×Hζ ◦F2ζ(Hζ)ι2
= inF′2,ζ ◦F2ζ(Hζ) ι1 ◦F2ζ(Hζ)ι2
= inF′2,ζ ◦F2ζ(Hζ)(ι1 ◦ ι2)
= inF′2,ζ ◦F
′
2ζ(ι1 ◦ ι2)
and thus ι1 ◦ ι2 =
([
inF′2,ζ
])
F ′2,ζ
= idKζ . On the other hand
ι2 ◦ ι1 ◦ inF2,ζ×Hζ = ι2 ◦ inF′2,ζ ◦F2ζ(Hζ) ι1
= inF2,ζ×Hζ ◦F2ζ(Hζ)ι2 ◦F2ζ(Hζ) ι1
= nF2,ζ×Hζ ◦F2ζ(Hζ)(ι2 ◦ ι1)
and thus ι2 ◦ ι1 =
([
inF2,ζ×Hζ
])
F2,ζ×Hζ = idF†ζ(Hζ). The pair of morphisms ι1 :
F†2 ζ(H ζ) → Kζ and ι2 : Kζ → F†2 ζ(Hζ) thus constitutes the required isomorphism
K ζ ' F†2 ζ (H ζ). 2
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Corollary 10 F† = (F/F2)† o F†2
By Prop.7 one has FG/G2 = FG/FG2 where G is a modular grammar with p parameters,
n = n1 +n2 defined variables, and m local variables, and G2 = pi(n1,n2)2 G.
Corollary 11 F†
G
=
(
F†
G/G2
)
o F†
G2
In particular the type of trees and rose trees are isomorphic:
(
F†
T
)(Tree)
=
(
F†
R
)(Tree)
.
3.4 Decomposition of algebras
Using Bekı`c theorem we now define a decomposition of algebras.
Definition 12 As in Def.8 we let F : C p+n → C n be a locally continuous functor with
n = n1 +n2. Let moreover Φ : Fζα1α2 → α1×α2 be an Fζ-algebra (ζ ∈ |C p|) on the
domain α = α1×α2 (α1 ∈ |C n1 |, and α2 ∈ |C n2 |). Φ can be decomposed into
ϕ1 = pi(n1,n2)1 (Φ) : F1 ζ α1 α2 → α1 and ϕ2 = pi(n1,n2)2 (Φ) : F2 ζ α1 α2 → α2
The (n1,n2)-splitting of Φ is the pair consisting of the (F/F2)ζ-algebra of domain α1
piF/F2Φ , ϕ1 ◦
(
F1 ζ α1 (|ϕ2|)F2,ζ×α1
)
: F1 ζ α1
(
F†2 ζ α1
)
→ α1
together with the F2 (ζ×α1)-algebra of domain α2
piF2Φ , ϕ2 : F2 ζ α1 α2 → α2
The operation of decomposition of algebras is thus given as:
Split(n.m) : AlgF,ζ(α1×α2)→
(
AlgF/F2,ζ(α1)
)
×
(
AlgF2,ζ×α1(α2)
)
Split(n1,n2) Φ =
(
piF/F2Φ,piF2Φ
)
Thus an algebra Φ = ϕ1 × ϕ2 : Fζα1α2 → α1 × α2 is decomposed into an algebra
piF2Φ = ϕ2 : F2 ζ α1 α2 → α2 for the ”subsystem” F2 together with an algebra piF/F2Φ :
F/F2ζα1 → α1 for the ”residual system” F/F2. The following result shows that the
catamorphism (evaluation function) associated with the algebra Φ for the overall sys-
tem can be reconstructed from the catamorphisms associated respectively with piF2Φ
and piF/F2Φ using some kind of semidirect product which we first introduce. In Def-
inition 6 we defined the semidirect product of two functors H : C p → C n and T :
C p+n → C m as
H o T = 〈H,T ◦ 〈idp,H〉〉 : C p → C n+m
By functoriality of the product and composition we deduce a related operation of
semidirect product of natural transformations η : H •→H ′ and τ : T •→ T ′ where H,H ′ :
C p → C n and T,T ′ : C p+n → C m given by
(η o τ)ζ = ηζ×
(
τζ,H′ζ ◦Tζηζ
)
= ηζ ×
(
T ′ζηζ ◦ τζ,Hζ
)
Considering the special case where the target functors H ′ and T ′ are constant functors
leads us to the following definition
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Definition 13 The semidirect composition of two maps f : Hζ → α and g : T ζα → β
where H : C p → C n and T : C p+n → C m is the map f og : (H o T )ζ → α×β given
by ( f o g) = f × (g◦Tζ f ).
Using this operation we can now state
Theorem 14 Up to the isomorphisms F†ζ = Hζ×Kζ and Kζ = F†2 ζ(Hζ)
([Φ])F,ζ =
([
piF/F2Φ
])
F/F2,ζ o ([piF2Φ])F2,ζ×α1
With F = FT and F2 = FL it comes that
([nil, cons, node])Tree =
(
([node′])Rose, ([nil, cons])List · List · f map ([node′])Rose
)
where
node′ x ys = node x (([nil, cons])List ys)
and thus the above result is a generalization of formula 2 discussed in the introduction.
Lemma 15 Up to the isomorphism F†ζ = Hζ×Kζ the initial algebra inF,ζ : Fζ
(
F†ζ)
→ F†ζ decomposes on the form inF,ζ = inH,ζ× inK,ζ where inH,ζ : F1ζ(Hζ)(Kζ)→Hζ
and inK,ζ : F2ζ(Hζ)(Kζ)→Kζ are respectively given by inH,ζ = inF/F2,ζ ◦(F1ζ(Hζ)ι2)
and inK,ζ = inF ′2,ζ.
Proof. The initial algebra is an isomorphism and the converse also holds true (any
algebra which is an isomorphism is initial) when we have unicity of fixed-point (up to
isomorphism) which is indeed the case here.
inH,ζ = inF/F2,ζ ◦ (F1ζ(Hζ)ι2) : F1ζ(Hζ)(Kζ)→ Hζ
and inK,ζ = inF′2,ζ : F2ζ(Hζ)(Kζ)→ Kζ are isomorphisms and thus
inH,ζ× inK,ζ : Fζ(Hζ)(Kζ)→ Hζ×Kζ
is the initial algebra of functor F. 2
Corollary 16 Up to the isomorphism F†ζ = Hζ×Kζ, the two parts f : Hζ → α1
and g : Kζ → α2 of catamorphism ([Φ])F,ζ = f × g are characterized by f ◦ inH,ζ =
ϕ1 ◦Fζ f g and g◦ inK,ζ = ϕ2 ◦F2ζ f g.
Lemma 17 For any morphism f : Hζ → α1 one has
([ϕ2 ◦F2ζ f α2])F ′2,ζ = ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦
(
F†2 ζ f
)
◦ ι2 : Kζ → α2
and that morphism g( f ) satisfies g( f )◦ inK,ζ = ϕ2 ◦ (F2 ζ f g( f )).
Proof. By definition F†2 ζ f =
([
inF2,ζ×α1 ◦
(
F2 ζ f
(
F†2 ζα1
))])
F2,ζ×Hζ
and that mor-
phism satisfies
F†2 ζ f ◦ inF2,ζ×Hζ = inF2,ζ×α1 ◦
(
F2 ζ f
(
F†2 ζα1
))
◦F2ζ(Hζ)
(
F†2 ζ f
)
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It follows that
([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦
(
F†2 ζ f
)
◦ ι2 ◦ inF′2,ζ
= ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦
(
F†2 ζ f
)
◦ inF2,ζ×Hζ ◦F2ζ(Hζ)ι2
= ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦ inF2,ζ×α1 ◦
(
F2 ζ f
(
F†2 ζα1
))
◦F2ζ(Hζ)
(
F†2 ζ f
)
◦F2ζ(Hζ)ι2
= ϕ2 ◦F2ζα1 ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦
(
F2 ζ f
(
F†2 ζα1
))
◦F2ζ(Hζ)
(
F†2 ζ f ◦ ι2
)
= ϕ2 ◦F2ζ f α2 ◦F2ζ(Hζ)([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦F2ζ(Hζ)
(
F†2 ζ f ◦ ι2
)
= (ϕ2 ◦F2ζ f α2)◦F2ζ(Hζ)
(
([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦F
†
2 ζ f ◦ ι2
)
and thus ([ϕ2 ◦F2ζ f α2])F′2,ζ = ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦
(
F†2 ζ f
)
◦ι2 . If we let g( f ) , ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦(
F†2 ζ f
)
◦ι2 denote this morphism, we deduce g( f )◦ inK,ζ = ϕ2◦F2ζ f α2◦F2ζ(Hζ)g( f )
= ϕ2 ◦F2 ζ f g( f ) because inK,ζ = inF ′2,ζ. 2
Lemma 18 If f : Hζ→ α1 and g : Kζ → α2 are, up the isomorphism F†ζ = Hζ×Kζ,
the two parts of catamorphism ([Φ])F,ζ = f ×g then f =
([
ϕ1 ◦F1ζα1 ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1
])
F/F2,ζ
and g = ([ϕ2 ◦F2ζ f α2])F ′2,ζ.
Proof. By Corollary 16 the two parts f : Hζ → α1 and g : Kζ → α2 of the catamor-
phism ([Φ])F,ζ = f ×g are characterized by f ◦ inH,ζ = ϕ1 ◦Fζ f g and g◦ inK,ζ = ϕ2 ◦
F2ζ f g. Set f ′ =
([
ϕ1 ◦F1ζα1 ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1
])
F/F2,ζ
and g′ = g( f ′) = ([ϕ2 ◦F2ζ f ′α2])F ′2,ζ.
By the preceding lemma g′ ◦ inK,ζ = ϕ2 ◦F2 ζ f ′ g′ , moreover
f ′ ◦ inH,ζ
= f ′ ◦ inF/F2,ζ ◦F1ζ(Hζ)ι2
= ϕ1 ◦F1ζα1 ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦F1ζ f ′
(
F†2 ζ f ′
)
◦F1ζ(Hζ)ι2
= ϕ1 ◦F1ζα1 ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦F1ζα1
(
F†2 ζ f ′
)
◦F1ζ f ′
(
F†2 ζ(Hζ)
)
◦F1ζ(Hζ)ι2
= ϕ1 ◦F1ζα1 ([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦F1ζα1
(
F†2 ζ f ′
)
◦F1ζα1ι2 ◦F1ζ f ′(Kζ)
= ϕ1 ◦F1ζα1
(
([ϕ2])F2,ζ×α1 ◦F
†
2 ζ f ′ ◦ ι2
)
◦F1ζ f ′(Kζ)
= ϕ1 ◦F1ζα1g′ ◦F1ζ f ′(Kζ)
= ϕ1 ◦F1ζ f ′g′
From which it follows that f ′ = f and g′ = g. 2
Theorem 14 follows from Lemma 17 and Lemma 18.
4 Conclusion
As mentioned in the introduction the global grammar would normally be left implicit.
Our result allows to represent it as a cascaded composition of its constituent sub-
grammars. And this representation preserves catamorphisms (and also by duality the
anamorphisms). We know that an attribute grammar provides an executable specifi-
cation of a DSL and thus appears as a formalism adapted to the prototyping of such
languages. We can then adopt an incremental approach consisting in growing such a
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DSL by cascaded composition of modular attribute grammars using the results pre-
sented here. We intend to apply also the corresponding result on anamorphisms to the
modular design of parsers, syntax-directed translators and iteractive editors.
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